
Precariously Balanced Rocks (PBRs) are a type of naturally occurring
freestanding structures that are important to test and constrain seismic
hazard at longer return periods. The exposure ages of these rocks have
been established to be between 10,000 to 30,000 years, which is why they
are one of the few means to test the seismic hazard estimates for critical
infrastructure such as nuclear power plants and nuclear waste repositories.
The knowledge of overturning potential/estimates of the precariously
balanced rocks is fundamental for the usefulness of these rocks. However,
there are significant sources of uncertainties over the overturning
estimates/potential of the structures arising from various sources, such as
the material of the rock, interface condition/asperities/geometry, numerical
modeling, and ground motion parameters. In an effort to quantify the
epistemic uncertainties on the overturning predictions, an extensive shake
table study has been ongoing at the University of Nebraska’s shake table
facility by employing natural rocks specimen as a representative of PBRs.
Although the overall study involves the investigation of various numerical
and physical parameters, this presentation sheds light on the uncertainty
on the probabilistic overturning predictions brought by the material of the
rock. Hundreds of shake table tests performed on two rock specimens of
different materials, granite, and limestone, under the same set of ground
motions selected based on the relevant intensity measures, PGV/PGA and
PGA, are utilized to analyze and quantify the uncertainty in the probabilistic
domain. The fragility analysis highlights the uncertainty arising from the
material of the rock specimen.

The overturning results are analyzed probabilistically with logistic
regression through a vector valued seismic fragility analysis employing
vector valued intensity measures (i.e., PGA and PGV/PGA) as shown in
Equation 1.

P Overturning x1 = PGA, x2 = PGV
PGA

= 1
1+e− β0+β1x1

(1)

Where β0 and β1 are the regression coefficients. The fragility contours (for
all the specimens) are shown in Figure 4 alongside some (examples of)
raw results and a fragility surface.
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Figure 1: Precariously balanced rock examples (Credit: C. Wittich; James Brune)

An extensive shake table study is ongoing at the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln’s shake table facility with natural rocks used as representative
specimens of PBRs. To date, hundreds of individual shake table tests,
under a range of ground motions covering relevant intensity parameters
(PGA and PGV/PGA), have been conducted on two different versions of
granite rock specimen and two different versions of limestone specimen
(Figure 3). Uncertainty in the overturning response of these different
versions of rocks of different material is analyzed in the probabilistic
domain.
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Precariously balanced rocks (PBRs) are a special case of freestanding
structures as they are naturally occurring and have been there in their
current positions for potentially tens of thousands of years. These naturally
occurring structures (Figure 1) develop as water seeps through the
subsurface along fractured bedrock cracks, eroding the rock around them,
resulting in the remaining segments of the rock settling on one another.
Brune [1; 2] presented the idea of using precariously balanced rocks as a
tool to gauge the ground motion intensity that could have occurred at a site
and using it to test and constrain the seismic hazard.
Freestanding structures, such as PBRs, respond to seismic excitation in
rigid body modes, including rocking, sliding, and overturning. However, the
response of these type of structures is sensitive to different geometrical,
ground motion, and material parameters, which contributes to significant
uncertainty in response that must be studied probabilistically [3].

Figure 2: Granite rock a) Unchiseled b) Chiseled c) Material removed for this specimen -
Limestone rock d) Unchiseled e) Chiseled f) Material removed for this specimen

Figure 3: Experimental testing of granite and limestone specimens on the 7 ft x 7 ft
shake table at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (Credit: M.K. Saifullah)
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Figure 4: Raw overturning results of a) Unchiseled granite specimen b) Chiseled granite
specimen c) Difference between Unchiseled and Chiseled d) Example vector-valued
fragility surface (limestone – unchiseled) e) 10% overturning contour f) 50% overturning
contour g) 95 % overturning contour

Preliminary analysis of the shake table tests indicate that small variations
at the interface of a precarious rock can increase the PGA demand for
overturning up to 0.1g. This highlights the necessity for accurate interface
geometry when modeling PBRs. While variations in the PGA demand for
overturning exist for both granite and limestone rocks, less significant
variation was observed for limestone which could be due to the softer
material continuously degrading at the interface, but which must be
explored with additional specimens and/or modeling. Additional future work
includes leveraging machine learning advances in combination with this
experimental database to uncover salient trends in PBR prediction.

The objective of the study is to evaluate and quantify the uncertainty in
overturning response by employing experimental shake table tests on
rock specimens with different materials under the same set of ground
motions. The results comparison is made in the probabilistic domain to
extract information on epistemic uncertainty.
A granite and a limestone rock specimen are used as representatives of
PBRs. Since small changes at the interface coupled with the material of
the rock brings significant uncertainty, two different versions of each rock
are used in the experimentation process, i.e., Unchiseled and Chiseled
versions (Figure 2). An Unchiseled version is the version of the rock with
its natural base, whereas the Chiseled version involves some smoothening
of asperities at the interface. Lidar scans of each rock are taken before and
after chiseling and the resulting point clouds are analyzed to
identify/quantify the amount of material removed through Chiseling.
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